
    Ham and Yams



 

Grow  Your 

Phonics  Skills!  

 Let’s  Read! 

New Vocabulary 

yam: a sweet potato 

Look for CVC words with 

short a  
Scan the QR code 

to watch a fun 2-minute 
video about the book.Try these decodable words! 

See  page 15  for more.  

hat  

yam  

https://vimeo.com/showcase/9984889


    Ham and Yams



I     am     Mac. 

I     am     a     rat. 

I     see     Sam.
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            Sam looks at Mac.
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Look! 

Yams     in     a     can. 

Ham     in     a     pan.
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Ham! 

Yams! 

Sam     likes     ham     and 

yams.
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Sam     gets     a     hat. 

Sam likes the hat. 
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Mac     and     Sam     sat     on 

a     mat. 

Mac and Sam like 

ham and yams. 
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            Sam and Mac nap.
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          hat  nap  yam 

Say a word. 
Tap out the sounds you 
hear in each word. 
Tap your shoulder for the 
first sound you hear. 
Tap your elbow for the 
second sound you hear. 
Tap your wrist for the third 
sound you hear. 
Say the word. 

Comprehension 

Retell what happened 
in the beginning, 
middle, and end in your 
own words. 

Phonics Fun 

Decodable Words 

High Frequency Words  

and 
has 

 like 
look 

see 
the 

can 
ham 
hat 
Mac 
mat 

nap 
pan 
rat 

Sam 
yam 

can    
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson 
in English and Spanish 

Patents Pending  

Ham and Yams 
Decodable Set: 6 
Skill: Short a CVC words 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/9984889
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